IR
Preheater
system
Save time
and increase
production

Save time
The PH allows
faster completion
of soldering jobs by
heating PCBs.

Lower tip
temperature
The PH means you
can work with lower
tip temperatures.
This increases tip life.

IR Preheater
system

PHS-KB Infrared Preheater Set
Ref. PHS-1KB 120 V, PHS-2KB 230 V, PHS-9KB 100 V

Infrared is the most advanced, efficient and
cost-effective method to preheat PCBs in
any soldering or rework job
Heater Unit
Its technology provides fast response, high heating rates and
uniform heating to ensure the best results.

The most complete solution for PCB preheating by applying infrareds
Included PHS-B IR Preheater
PHS-SA IR Preheater support

Heater Unit

Console

· 2 independent heating areas
· 2 IR lamps for each area
· Fixing brackets for a total alignment
with the support

· Control Thermocouple Input
· Auxiliary Input for another Thermocouple
· USB-B connector for software updating
· Start/stop button

The low thermal mass of the Preheater’s IR
lamps gives outstanding control of the heat
and the process temperature.

Console
Easy process monitoring and parameter managing.

Profiles by temperature
JBC offers you 3 predefined profiles (JBCset) and
20 profiles ready for you to personalize
(User profiles).

Avoid thermal
stress
The PH reduces
risk of thermal stress
on components and
PCBs.

No thermocouple needed
Once a profile has been run to the end, you can
run it without connecting the thermocouple.

PCB Support
The unique clamping system and the 3 levels of
height adjustment make this PCB Support a safe
and efficient solution. It suits any PCB and type of
work, either soldering or rework.

Technical Specifications
Dimensions

173 x 282 x 41 mm

Temperature Range

50 - 250 ºC / 120 - 482 ºF

Weight

4,9 kg (10.8 lb)

JBCset Temperature Profiles

3 profiles (2, 3 or 4 steps)

PHS-1B 120V, 50 / 60Hz (factory set)
PHS-2B 230V, 50 / 60Hz (factory set)
PHS-9B 100V, 50 / 60Hz (factory set)

User Temperature Profiles

Up to 20 (6 steps for each)

Voltage

Maximum working time

600 min. or indefinite

Fuses

Overload protection
PHS-1B 120V / PHS-9B 100V: 8 A
PHS-2B 230V: 4 A

Temperature
Measurement

Thermocouple type K

Maximum Power

500 VA

Heating Area

65 x 135 (1 zone)
130 x 135 mm (2 zones)

PHS-SA IR Preheater Support
Incorporates different slots at the base
to achieve a correct alignment with the JBC Preheater

PHS-B IR Preheater
Ref. PHS-1B 120 V, PHS-2B 230 V, PHS-9B 100 V

The elementary solution for PCB preheating by applying infrared heat
Included Heater Unit
Console
Heater Unit
· Quick heating up
· Select 2 independent
heating areas or “all zones”

Pedal socket connection
(optional)

Console
Monitor and manage parameters

Zone A
Zone B
Fixing brackets for
PHS-SA PCB Support

PHS-SA IR Preheater Support
Versatile and adjustable support to suit any size and shape of PCB
3 Height adjustment
The PCB Support allows adjusting
for 3 heights between the board and
the heating area.

Sliding guide

Rubber caps

Sliding clamp knobs

Reworking large PCBs
It’s possible to use the PHS-SA PCB
support to rework large PCBs.

Self-locking guide

Heating the same area
Use the slot clamps to properly position PCBs of the

same batch so as to always heat the same area. This
means you save time and optimize workflow.
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Slot clamps

